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‘To calculate 

: 1 
and 3 coe x 

where x is the fraction in the accumulator, 

it may be run at any progres jeyel and in any store medule. 

2.9. ACCURACY, 

The maximum error is 271 (... 00003) 

a3. METHOD OF USE & ENTRY INSTRUCTIONS. 

The operand, x, and the result must be treated 

by the programmer as pure fractions. 

, , To enable this to be done QSIN calculates 

1 : 
S$ sin 1x 

i 
2 and con TX 

Note, therefore that on entry, the accumulator holds 

the value of en angle as a fyaction of m radians (180°), 

Entry is made by ; 

sin 7 x is in the accumulator 

and in QSIN + 67 

isin QSIN + 68 

wh
e 

i 
Oo

 o © a ” 

QSM =z 



| QSIN must be declared aa a global identifier 

in all blocks of the users program which refer to li. 

94 TIME TAKEN. 

(4.4- 1.8 milliseconds, ~ 993 



3. QSGRT. 

3h FONCTION. 

QSORT(B4) is used to calculate the single-le 

square-root of a single-length or double-leng th fraction. 

It may. be run at any program: level 

and in any store-module. 
. 

: fone ade . onthe 

, Two entry points are provided foz single-lengih 

and double-length working. 

3.2. ACCURACY 

The maximum error is t.2727, 

3.3. METHOD OF UE & ENTRY INSTRUCTIONS. 

The operand is denoted by a and, if the operand | 

is double- length, the most significant half is denoted by a(m.s.), and the lea 

significant half by a (1. s.). 

Double-length Working. 

‘Entry Placea(i.s.) in QSAORT+3 © 
: Place a (m.s.) in the accumulator 

" Place link in QSQORT 
Jump to © QSQRT+L 

Exit The result is held, single-length, in the 

“ - accumulator 
and also in QSORT+45 - 

a (m.s.) is in QSQRT +4 
a (i. gs.) is in QSQRT+3 

GSM — 4 



Singls rlength Working 

entry Place ain the accumulator 

Place link in -QOSORT 
Jump to “ OSORT42 

Exit The 3 result:is held, single: length, in the 

: accumulator ; 

and alsoin. QSOR T+. 

ads ins. QSORTEH 

foe 

as a global identifier in all blocks which refer to it. 

3.4. “BRROR INDICATION 

Ifa<O then. « GsSQeve oll punch Re, menage 

"QSM ERRER 41" wolng a ERROR  cubrotine, 

© 

36 TIME TAKEN 

(The time for the single-length entry is in brackets). 

If the final approximation is Xa 
then the time taken is 680(805)+375n microseconds 
The maximum time is 5. 3(5. 5) milliseconds 
If a=O the time taken is 250(375} microseconds 

. Ifa.> 1-272" the time taken is 300(450) microseconds: 

In a SIR program, QSQRT must be declared 

on GOS 

of GIa8 

[asn- Ss 



4, ORTAN 

AL OPURCTION 

.. Vo calculate 

t= (1/n) tan7{x/y) 

where = P<x< 44 

w~L<y<4¢i 

it can be run at any program jevel and in any stere module. 

4.2. AcCwRACY 

The maximum error is 2726 (2, 00003). 

4:3 METHeD of ose & ENTRY INSTRUCTIONS | 

Al numbers must be treated by the programmer as pure fractions. To enable this to be done QATAN calculates 

(1/1) tan“ 2(-/y) 

Note, therefore,that on exit the accumulator holda the value of an angle as a fraction of m radians (180°), 

Entry:place x in QATAN+S9 
"yin QATAN9O 
"ink in QATAN 
“jump to QATAN+I 

Exit: the result ie in the eccumulator 

xand y axe not affected. - 

‘ 
. QATAN must be declared as a global identifier 

an all blocks of a SIR program which refer to it, --.0 20-0 eee i 



&.&,  GRROR INDICATIONS. 

if nays By ao CNTAN Ah punk ee AESIOg e 

"@SHM ERRoR 9" usens, the ERROR cubscuklne, 

4. S- TIME TAKEN, 

The time taken depends on the values of x/y and of y. 

The maximum time is about 3, 2 milliseconds, OH §O8. ps Yooe- 

QSh - 4. 



FUNCTION, 

.To calculate 

2/16 loge Mm 

where x is the fraction in the accumulator 
: “it may be run at any program 

level and in any store module. 

G2. AccoRACT 

‘The maximum error is 2715. (=. 000015) 

6.3. ENTRY INSTRUCTIONS & METHOD OF USE. 

The 900 sence we fractional machines and all numbers 

in the accumulator, on entry and exit, must be treated as pure fractions by 

the programmer. 

| 

: On entry the accumulator contains the number 

whose logarithm is to be calculated. Entry is made by 

11 QLN 

8 QLUN +1 

On exit 

3. logex is held in QLN + 52 
: and in the accumulator. 

OLW must be declared as a global identifier 

in all blocks of the user's program which refer to it. prog 

QSM-& 



5.4, ERROR INDICATION 

if the accumulator's contents on entry are not positive 

hen OLN CALL punck. & . / (ort UR 7 & “ AE UVR ORR, 

MA eRkaee 34 using Ul Uso the ERROR, Sudsenskvne, 

S.5. TIME LAKIN 

- Between i. 3 and 2.8 milliseconds (dependent on the 

on FOS w F206, ; 
number of shifts required to scale x)s 

QS - 4 



level and in any stor’-module. _ ae 

tn. 4D oy 
To calculate exp (2" x’) 

where 

-~i<x<00 . 
p > 0, and p is integral. 

Timeay be run at any program 

6.2. ACCORACY 

The maximum error ia 2726 (m=, 000015). 

6.3, METHOD of ose & ENTRY INSTRUCTIONS, 

x' is treated as a pure fraction: | 
‘p “is treated as an integer, 

The result ie 2 pure fraction. 

On entry 

x must be placed in the accumulator 

and p must beplaced in QEXP + 53 
pis not preserved by QEXP 

Entry is made by 

ll QEXP 
8 QEXP +1 

On exit 

‘the result is in the accumulator 

and in QEXP + 54> 
x ds in QEXP + 52 

ot : ; QEXP must be declared as a global identifier 
‘in all blocks of the user's program which refer to it. 

Qsti- 10 



6.4.  BRROR INDICATIONS. 

rif x» OD orp <0 QEXO . ehih punk We message 

. 
ab 

“QSH ERRER 4" umng the ERROR gubrorkew 

6.5. ei TAKEN. 

(3.7 + 0.26 p) milliseconds approx, 

om 4S oy FAoG. 

QS 1, 





QDLA (DOUBLE LE 

Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.) Purpose 

- To perform arithmelic operations upon dauble-length fixed-point 

numbers (x) in the range 

-l<x<1-2 

1.2 Summary 

The donble-length number routines are interpretive, providing 

equivalents ° of the machine code instructions and allowing 

input and output of numbers in fraction and integer formats. 

When entered, QDLA proceeds to interpret the instructions in 

the store locations immediately following the entry in the users area. Thus 

operations can be performed on double-length numbers by placing in store 

the corresponding single-length instruction. 

Ss 1.3 Form of Distribution 

QDLA is «a StR tape we (80~ Senus Telecoda, onskh aed te 

assembled as a -lockd of Mn user's SIR progr, 

CHIR, CHOP and ERROR subroubines pst alte 

fe assembled Un in uses Ste Program. 

1.5 Restrictions 

Some inatructions cannot be interpreted. See notes in 2. 4. 

1.6 Accuracy 

With the following exceptions no error is introduced by the 

routines: : 

a4 40 
(a) Multiply: maximum error is +27 (0.6x 107 ) 

32 3 
(b) Divide: maximum error is +27 (6.2.x 107 )} 

B4 10 

(c) Input and output: maximum erroris t27 (0.6107 ) 



Chapter 2: FUNCTIONS 

2.1. Notation 

x(mis;) =-most:significant-half ol x 

“ox(los.). = least significant-half of.x 

x = double-length number held in locations X and X41 

p = double-length number held in-the pseudo-accumulator,.p 

ccs) = single-length number held in location X 

C{B) sa-single-length number heldiin pseudo B-register 

C(s) = single-length number held-in pseudo 5.C.R. 

t= means "becomes equal tol. 

2.2 Format 

A double-length number, x, is held in two consecutive store 

jocations, X and X+1. 1 
. foseneos ro 

. : * NL i he whe Location Bit 18 Bits 17-1 8.) Workspaces 
a triage) oe - - . 4 et 

: lov oe 
x sign most significant bits of x Hecliossh. 

X41 0 least signifi bits of as Fe + east significant bits of x : g NOT “yy 3 

Negative number representation is by the usual 2's 

complement notation. (N.B. bit 18 of Xt+lis always zei0). 

2.3 Entry and Exit 

Entry is made by 

11 QDLA+20 

8 QDLA21 

The routine proceeds to interpret the double-length instructions 

that follow the entry, using pseudo registers which are analogous to the 

registers in the computer hardware. These pseudo registers are represented 

in locations within QDLA, as follows: ; 

(QDLAt+I6 
(QDLA+I7 

a pseudo-accumulator(double-length) located in> 

a pseudo B-register (single-length) locatedin QDLA+18 

a pseudo S-register (single-length) located in QDLA+20 

Exit is made by placing zero (+0) inthe location after the last 

instruction to be interpreted. Control is transferred to the location following 

the wero locaiion, The pseudo-~accumulator and pseuda B-register are not 

affected by entry and exit, : Opa — 3 



Notes 

od Oinstruction 

The instruction.0 0 is interpreted asa terminator for double-length 

working (see 2.3). Ttdoes not‘affect the paeudo B-register, The aed 

hardware A-register is set equal to pin. 8.). 

2. 15.6144 instruction (and 15.6148). 

This must follow by a parameter word to specify the format used, 

The next instruction interpreted is that following the pavameter-word, 

See 2.5.2 for format of parameter word. ° . 

ic
 Modified instructions may be used: the contents of the pseudo 

B-register-are added to the address digits to find the addres sof 

the operand. 

4. Literal instructions may not be used. 

2.5 Input and Output 

The 15 instructions corresponding to input and output of paper 

tape and teleprinter characters in machine code are interpreted as input 

and output of complete numbers Vin the chacacker inpul and culput 

Submudines CHIP and CHOP. we 

The double length arithmetic functions effectively operate on 

actional numbers in the range 

~10¢x<1.0 

However, the programmer may wish to operate on numbers in 

other ranges. As with single length working, itis fr are convenient to 
325 

regard a double length value as an integer (in the range -2°> x <42? *y, 

Input and output of numbers in this range is allowed, also input 

and output of mixed numbers which are scaled so that their internal 

representation is in the correct range. The programmer specifies the 

scaling constant to be used. 

When using input and output of numbers in the additional ranges, 

the programmer must always remember that the internal representation is 

in fraction form, particularly when multiplying and dividing. 

. qpia — § 



2.4 Operations Available 

See 2.1 for notation used. 

Peeudo... New contents of 

Instruction Name P a Remarks 

OX Load pseudo C(B):=C(X) 
B-register p x see notes 1 and 3 

1. xX Add phx x 

2 x Negate and | 

add x-p x 

3 °° Store l.s. p C(X):s the 17 C(X41) unchanged 

only least signifcant : 

bits of p 

4X Load P x x 

5 x Store P p Pp 

6 xX Store 

scaling 

factor x see 2.5, 3, 

7 X jump if zero x ifp=0 then C(S):=Xx 

8 xX jump ° x C(S8):2X 

9 xX jump if 

negative p x ifp<0 then C(S):=X 
. . avy 

10 xX Count in store|p C(X):=C(X) +27 C(X+1) unchanged 

l1lox store pseudo c(s regute fp ‘) 
12 X multiply pax x 

13, xX divide p/x x see 3,2 

(#2N p* oN n<47 

14 XxX ( . 
(#2N-8192 pt 2N-819e x n>8i5g 

i" ore inputnumber | <input> - see 2.5 

¥5 6144) ; 
15 6148) output number] unchanged ~ see note 2 and 2.5 

pea he 



2,5, 1. Character Set for Input 

2 All characters which have a representation in. internal 

code! are acceptable. Blank, erase and 

carr. age return are ignored wherever they occur, B 

The following characters are significant in the formation 

of numbers: 

digits 0.to 9 

decimal point 

+ and ~ 

All other characters are treated as separators, 

On commencing input, separators are ignored until one of 

the significant characters is read. Once a digit has been read the 

occurrence of a separator terminates the number. . Thus separators may be 

used freely between numbers, including letters used for descriptive text, 

2.5, 2 Input c 

. The format of an input number determines the way itis 

precessed, A number not containing a decimal point is treated as an 

integer, N, and stored as the.fraction N x 276" 

The range of Nis: 

~ 17179869184 <N< 17179869184 

A number containing a decimal point is treated as a scaled 

fraction, F. if M is the current value of the scaling factor (see 2.5.3.) the 

number will be stored as the fraction: ‘ 

F x 10M 

The range of Fis: 

-loM<e Fr <+ 10M 

Fo may not have more than 10 digits in all. 

2.5.3 Scaling Factor 

The scaling factor,M, used for input and output is set by an 

interpreted 6 instruction. 

gpua~ & 



A positive scaling factor is set by instruction: 

6M 

A negative scaling factor.is set by instruction: 

6 (8129-M) 

Examples: 

6 Instruction Scaling Factor Number Input New Content of P 

6 3 +3 12. 0.012 

-123,46 ~0.°01 2346 
1.5 0, 0015 

6 8190 -2 -~, 001234 0.1234 

0001 0.01 

6 0 +0 0.999 0.999 
: ~.05 -0.05 

The scaling factor set on the tape of QDLA is +0. However, 

it is advisable to set the scaling factor explicitly in all programs, even if — 

factor zero is to bé used. “The Seoding Faeboe ts NOT abSaedtat hy 
tab, bo Be 

2,5 

ene fm ORLA, 

.4 Output Format 

Numbers are output right justified, with non-significant 

zeros suppressed and the sign floated (i.e. immediately preceding the first 

significant character). 

follows the 15 6144 and 15 6148. This is written as a pseudo instruction: 
Output format is controlled by the parameter word which 

/f£k. If / is used (i.e. the parameter word is negative) the number output 

is preceded by newline. The number { controls the output format as 

described below, and the address part k denotes the type of number to be 

output. 

Ifk = zero the number pis output as an integer: 

px 324 

This output is independent of the scaling factor, The 

number output occupies 12-f printing positions. 

Ifk = 4096 a fraction will be printed: 

px 10M 

EDA -— 7 



f{ digits are printed after the decimal point, and the total number of printing 

pesitiong occupled is f+ M + 3. 

Examples: 

Parameter Pp Output 

{00 ~ 17179869183 x 277" -17179869183 

{00 at (131072 

{0 6 ~0.031284.6. -27°) -536870912 

/3 0 123456 x 2797 123456 

/4 4096 0. 12345678 123, 4567 

(and scaling factor + 3) 

/0 4096 0.99999 10000. 

(and scaling factor + 4) 

18 4096 0. 63125 . 03125000 

(and scaling factor + 0) 

COU TION. 

Fant M muck be suck Munk ng neoee 
fo Aigiks Chott front, tah, ~ 

Perea tine L& 

Seats Fe chins - 

cn BA Crane AL he ait. tte 

giks gavtad All be feck 

NO cree raster a} walk be. Gite  ! 

gota — F 



Chapter 3: ERROR INDICATIONS 

C 
Te aw erree cums oo massage bs given whos QDLA 

boing tee BRAGR. Subver.kone . 

Metrage 
“se Meaning 

QoLR ERROR O Attempt to divide by zero 

QDLA ERROR ' . Input Format Error 

e.g. two decimal points 
in number 

QELA ERROR eh Input overflow 

i.e. number too large 
for input with the 

current scaling factor 

QPLA ERROR 4 More than 10 digits 

in input fraction 

QDLA ERROR § 
15 instruction with 

illegal address 

QDLA ERRoR § Overflow during 

division 

gpa ~ 7, 



Chapter 4: METHOD USED 

4,1 The following steps are carried out for each pseudo-insiruction 

interpreted:- . 

1. The address (modified if required} ia placed in 19; 

of QDLA. 

a. The pseudo &.C.R. is incremented. 

3. If the function ig f control is transferred to location £; 

of QDLA. 

This location contains a jump to the appropriate routine for 

the operation. The operation ie carried out and then the next pseucd- 

instruction is interpreted. 

4,2 QDLA uses the following locations for the purposes indicated: 

16; and 17; pseudo-accumulator 
18; pseudo B-register 

19; address (modified if necessary) of 

pseudo-instruction 

20; pseudo S,C.R. and link for exit 

4.3 Conditional Jumps 

7 examines both locations. 

9 examines iirgt location only. 

@DLA ~ |[O 



Chapter 5: TIMID TAKEN 

The following times are approximate; oad ane Gey ao Fez oe FIOR s 

Function Number Operation Time in ps 

0 Set pseudo B-register 492 
1 Add 658 

2 Negate and add 688 
3 Store least significant half ‘ 492 

4 Load 569 

5 Store 525 

6 Store scaling factor 555 
( p<o 440 

7 . Jump if zero ( p=d 58) 
{ p>o 482 

8 Jump 509 

9 Jump if negative ~ aan 5 

10 Count in store 467 

li Store pseudo SCR 539 

12 Muitiply 919-1208 
13 Divide , 2788-5481 

14 Shift 6954.3N 

15 Input or output Acts at the speed 

of the appropriate 

peripheral 

For B modification add 161 j1s to the above times. 

Chapter 6: STORE USED 

834 Comneculare Locahions 

33 Liteats 

GoeA~ 11 



Chapter Ge 

“The 

Keacbleng 

Madan cae 

The = CHI 

"CH fo 

oa 

EMAMPLE oy PROGRAM USING 

wrth named ly 

ok genet tlhe 

wrist, Ase grtecakid te 7 Qe progmem. 

& Hoe f & 4 swavewnsd caved Ua 
3 ees 

sft, 21/3] 4O cmt, eek t 

(staat 

START 4 
S 

Ss 
€ 

it GDLA+ 30 
g RELA + At 

é fe) 
Loor 1S 2049 

Gq StoF 

5 WwW 
2 Ww 
42. WwW 

1S lA 4 
Sk 4046 Cecenmrateed 

g LooP 

STOP +o (Exik Fon Qty 

4 +20 

Ho CHORE 
B cere x 
€ jto (umes DD, 

w 2 (Deuble-lergt. ecpodespace) 

QDLA<I2. 
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Pole Funeria 

QDMATH coviksnns 3 subsvmablies Sor an 

tobcndobiin. 6%  mabtcancattend fowelriongs wd 

dricle ~ lente nowbens te 

[ | 
|QDASIN Suan Be Coston, 

ODASGET Sapace.: Rigak 

Gragvan [0 Peeled ck 
i £ ~ 

Tress Gre dereibad individine tin tn gechiows 

a3, k& & Aken. 

1.2. SToRE Usep. 

336 Conseeine Locobiont. 

4 lubed, 

LZ. FoR OF DISTRIBUTION. 

QBMATHH 4 & SIR kage tn WO-Serus Telecode 
and Yrundd Are. oAsendelad AS Oe AsLacke, of 

tha user's SIR pMgren. 

QDBLA and, on ERROR Subsite matt 

alto Ae onamilad us tha users SIR ProReus. 
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Ato puncte 

To calculate,.as double-length fractions; 

gin: Tox 

N
h
e
 

and 

cos Wx + * ne
 

_...where.x is a.double-length fraction... 

It can be run at any program level | and in any store-module, 

4 “9.8, ACCURACY 

The. maximum error is 2732(0,5 x 107®), 

; 3.3. METHOD of Use & ENTAY INSTRUCTIONS. 

: The operand, x, and the result must be treated by the . 

programmer as pure fractions, 

To enable this to be done, QDASIN. calculates 

: hogs 
: $sin™x and} cos 1x 

Note: therefore, that x is the value of an angle as a fraction of Ti radians 

(180°). oo 

| A double-length number is held in two consecutive 

‘store-locations, the description below gives only the first of the two. 

‘Entry (for assembly by SI) 

place x(t s.) in QDASING 44 
tand x(m.s,) in the accumulator & oftionables ‘ae GDASING 92 

‘and enter 11 QDASIN : 

; ". 8: QDASINGH 

sin 1x in QDASIN+102 

and in QDLAL16 

2 cos 1x in QVASINGIO4 

Ba
pe

 

Exit 



N.B. The instruction pair ii QDASIN 
8 QDASIN+G 

must not be part of a pseudo-program interpreted by QDLA, 

QDASIN must be declared as a global identifier in all ° 
blocks of a SIR program which refer to it. 

2.4 TIME TAKEN 

The time taken is approximately 50 milliseconds, 

* on 4% o 42068, , 

- QdM- 3 



2. OUASOR'T 

31. FUNCTION, 
qa cemeeemtnnnimti ne 

fo calculate, as a double-length fraction, the equare 

yvoot of a double-lengt 

tt can be run at any program level and in any store module. 

22. AccURACE 
onseatneesnsech 

The maximum error ie 3x 278*, (0.2% 1079) 

‘ 3.3. METHOD Of USE & ENTRY INSTRUCTIONS, 

: A double-length number is held in two consecutive 

locations: only the first location is given below. 

Entry 

place a in QDASQRT +44 

and enter I1QDASQRT 

BQDASQRTH1 

exit fa in QDASQRT+H46 

N.B. The instruction pair 

11 QDASORT 
8 QDASQRT HI 

must not be part of a pseudo-program interpreted by QDLA. 

; QDASORT must be declared as a global identifier in 

all blocks of a SIR program which refer to it, 

Qpm- 4 



3.4% ERROR INDICATION 

Wacl Vew QPASART wt pun ety bees Yeest ond 

Ww 

DM pRROR 4 @ g ERROR 4 Ms og a ERR&R  s. whouline. 

3.5. TIME TAKEN 

Special Cases 

az 0 570 microseconds. 

1-2°84 41053 microgeconds, Hi a 

General Cases 

Approximate time taken is 

3.0 +12, 5 n milliseconds 

where n is the number of iterations necesaary. 

Los Cun, Coe Te 92 or F268, 

QamM- Ss, 



& GODAA ix 

4.4. Function 

To calcul: 

n t 

and b u 

where x,y are double-length fractions. 

e, as a double-length fraction & 

(aly) 
true bearing, 4 

It can be run at any program level and in any store~module. 

4:2. AeeuhAcy 

The maximum error is 2794 (0.6 x 10729) 

4.3. METHOD of uoSE & ENTRY INSTRUCTIONS. 

All numbers must be treated by the prograrnmer as 

pure fractions, 

To enable this to be done QDAATAN calculates 

t=(1/7) tan7? (x/ 

Note, therefore, that tis the value of an angle as a fraction of 1 radians 

(180°). 

A double-length number occupies two consecutive 

locations; only the first is given below. y 

Entry (for assembly by SIR) 

Place x in QDAATAN+1 36 
yin QDAATAN+1 38 

and enter “LIQDAATAN 

BQDAATANtI 

_ Exit 

tin QDAATANS142 

“bin QDAATAN+14G 
btm. s.} in the accumu 

gpm—-& 



Note. The true beari 

x along the ¢ 

y along the no Ree 

i : aele in a clockwise divection ; 
and measuring the angle in a clockwise Girecrione 

is found by taking 

N.B. The instruction pair must not form part ofa pseudo-program 

interpreted by QDLA. 

QDAATAN must be declared as a global identifier in 
all blocks of a SIR program which refer to it, 

4 & ERROR INDICATION 

If x=y=0, Krew QPAATAN Gul punch: ta rnemage 

"PM ERROR QT uss tee ERRGR subrouline. 

4.5. TIME TAKEN 

Approximately 42.4 milliseconds, 

or TR oa F206, 

2 9 = 
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QF (FLOATING POINT SUBROUTINES) 

1 INTRODUCTION 

“ha Purpose. 

QF is used to perform operations on floating- 
point numbers. 

1.2 Summary. 

QF contains routines for operations 
corresponding to all the fixed-point operations except the function 15 
(Functions 3 and 6 have special meanings in QF). 

When entered, QF proceeds to interpret the 
instructions in the locatiois immediately following the entry-point in the 
user's program. Thus, operations are performed on floating-point numbers 
by placing in store the corresponding fixed-point instructions. 

Two.formats are available.for floating-point 
numbers (see Paragraph 2.2), @F may berun in any program level, 

1.3 ' Form of Distribution. 

QE ts mw SIR bepe im GOO-Sevan “Telecedle, ond should de 
assembled as a black of Ku user SIR program, 

fin ERROR Subvoubline must abso be amewblad 

Woes — SIR progam. 

wm the 

TE QF & used WITHOUT = QFMATH then Lua Solllout 
Srok lape shod be dood AFTER OF, bud 

BEFORE any ctor bape (otter ton @F ilo or We shot 
bape. Rvasded  cnstead of “Ub denrbed betow) io 

poe _ evn 
- (Crummy QF mat) 

SQRT LN EXP sIN Cos ARCTAN 

tO 

& eRRe - 
Zo) 
| 

Similorts Ub QF a uted witHour @Fifo, Kan tee 

QF t 



Felbe fans, hak. bet ge fuowdel a, fomdosk PETER QF, 

Auk BEFORE any other tage (otter tow QFHATH 
or thes choke bape Leoded Unitrod of Ub dearbed 
odaove) i 

(Cpemmer of Ye) 

@ETGH eSTanm TORENT Toe. PSET 

4 ERRE 

1.5 Restrictions. 

See Paragraph 2.4. 

1.6 Accuracy. 

If the result of the operation is y, multiplication 

gives a maximum error of 27%y, division gives a maximum error of 2782y, 

All other operations give a maximum error of 27 *8y, 

@F-1A 



‘2 FUNCTIONS 

2.1 Notation, 

x(man) = mantissa of floating-point number, x. 

x(exp) = exponent of floating-point number, x, 

x = a floating point number held in 2 or 3 words 

from location X. 

ot = the floating point number held in the floating 

point accumulator (FP.A). 

b = the contents of the pseudo B- register (FBREG) 

s - =the contents of the pseudo 5S- register. 

C(x) =the contents of location X 

ts means "becormnes equal to" 

2.2 Format. 

One of two formats may be used to hold a 

floating-point number in store. Normally the packed format is used, but 

the unpacked format allows a wider range of numbers and slightly greater 

accuracy. The two formats are summarised in the table below. In the 

unpacked format, the mantissa is a double-length fraction held in two 

consecutive locations and the exponent is a single-length integer heid in the 

next location. For the packed format, the mantissa is truncated and the 

exponent held in the seven least significant bits of the second store location, 

In this case the exponent must be in the range -64 to +63. 

Format Location | Bit 18 Bits 17-8 Bits 7 - 1 

x sign most significant bits of N. 6. 

mantissa , Workis pea. 
Packed r 

oe 

X41 0 least sig. masts € 
bits of exponent deslosad. 
mantissa a8 ‘yd 

ae Te? 

x sign most significant bits of Not ‘> » 

mantissa 

Unpacked X41 0 least significant bits of 

mantissa 

X42 exponent 

Negative number representation for exponent 

and mantissa is by the usual 2's complement notation. p 

All internal working of QF uses the unpacked 

format. . 

; EH 2 



Examples of floating point numbers in the two forraats: 

Number Locn | Packed Unpacked 

0. 25= x O10 060 000 O60 000 000 | CLO 00 O00 O00 CON 0Cd 

0. 5272 +1 600 000 000 001 111 111 | 000 O00 000 000 000 000 

X42 Not Used LIL V112 122 212 G11 111 

1-27-87x268 x OLL ALL LL LLY TLE 112) OL] 211 211 122 111 111 

29. 2x1078 X41 O11 111 111 110 111 111] O21 111 111 110 000 000 

X42 Not Used 000 000 000 090 111 111 

“1, 0X24, x 100 000 000 000 600 000 {| 100 000 000 000 000 000 

=-0,5x10721 X+1 000 GOO G00 O01 000 000 | 000 000 000 000 000 000 

X+2 Not Used 111 J11 113 111 000 000 

2.3 Entry and Exit, 

pseudo-program using 

each function. 

and 

a pseudo-accumulator (FPA) 

a pseudo-B-register (FBREG) 

Entry is made by 

1 QF 

8 QF + 

or il QF 

8 QF + 

QF proceeds to interpret and execute the 

a pseudo-S- register (QF) 

‘ to use packed format 

pte use unpacked format. 

See Paragraph 2.4 for the effects of 

Exit is made by placing +0 in the location 

after the last instruction to be interpreted. Control is then transferred to 

the location following the zero location. . 

The. Machine Accumulator and B register are not preserved. 

The pseudo-accumulator and B registers are not affected by 
entry and exit. 

QF ~ 



a. 4, Fvatlatle. aspen bons. 

ae. pOreaes, eh But. See nates Kon used. 

Table 1 

Pseudo Name | New Contents of Remarks 

Instruction. Aen’ FPA a 7 

Ox Load pseudo f x bi=C(X) See 
B-register Notes 1 &-3 

ix Add ftx x 

2X Negate & Add x x 

3X Exchange x Not a basic 903 

operation 

4X Load FPA x x 

5x Store FPA See Note 2 

6N ‘Conversion £ x See Table 2 

Routines 

7X Jump if f= “¢ x See Note 3 

zero | 

8x Jump f x See Note 3 

9X Jump if {<0 f x See Note 3 | 

10 X Count in { xt]! See Note 3 

store : 

11x Store pseudo f 8 See Note 3 

SCR 7 

12% Multiply fitx x 

13X Divide i/x x See Note 4 

14N #2" £22" x N<4096 See Note 5 
14.N HN 7 e192 fun else x N>4096 

15N error f£ x See Paragraph 3 

Notes 

(1) 

(2) 

The instruction 0 0 is interpreted as a terminator for floating- 

point working (See Paragraph “2, 3). 

If packed format is in force during interpretation of a 3 or 5 
instruction, then a test is made whether 

~64<f (exp) < +64 

if flexp) < -64 then x:=0 and the next instruction is interpreted. 

If {(exp) > +64 then an errox indication is output (See Paragraph 

QF ~ 

3). 

k- 



(6) 

(7) 

These, instructions operate on single word items. The instructions 

7, 8 & 9 may jump to ancther interpreted instruction: they must 

not jump out of the interpreted program except via a terminator. - 

if an attermpt is made to divide by zero an error indication is 

output (See Paragraph 3). 

The results of the following instructions are always standardised: 

1, 2, 12, 13, 14. 

The instruction 14 Omay be used to standardise the contents of the 

FPA. 

Modified instructions may be used and, if they are, the contents of 

the pseudo B-register are added to the address digits before obeying 

an instruction. : 

Literal addresses may not be used i.e. constants must be stored in 

the correct format by the user. 
c 

Table 2 

The address of a 6 instruction determines its meaning. 
Function Eifect 

61 Instructions interpreted after this assume packed format. 

6 2 tr " it it tt unpacked tf 

6 3 Convert a single-length integer to a floating-point number 

and place the result in the FPA, Location QF+3 contains the 

address where the integer is held. 

64 Form the integral part of the number in the FPA, Location 
QF+4 contains the absolute address where the (single- length) 

integer is to be placed, This routine always rounds down. 

65 Convert a fixed-point fraction to a floating-point number and 

place the result in the FPA, Location QF+5 contains the absolute 

address of the (single-length)fraction. 

66 Convert the number in the FPA toa fixed-point fraction. Location 

QF+6 contains the absolute address where the (single- length) 

fraction is to be placed. This routine always rounds down. 

The instructions 6 1] and 6 2 do not convert numbers; 

they define the action of following instructions:- 

In 6 3 to 6 6 the arguments and the addresses in QF+3 

to QF +6 are unaffected. Error indications are output if an imperrnissible 

address is used or if overflow occurs. (See Paragraph 3). 



Example 

An integer is held in INTland a real number in RL2 

The following section of program places the floating-point 

form of the first in RL1 and the entier of the second in INT2. 

(SET ADDRESSES IN QF WORKSPACE) 

4 PSI (PSIL holds the address of INT1) 
5 QE43 - 
4 PSI2 (P S12 holds the address of INT2) 
5 QF+4 

(NOW PERFORM CONVERSIONS) 

ll OF (ENTER QF) 
8 QF+1 . 

6 3) (INTL in the FPA) 
5 RLI 

4 RiL2 

6 4 (RL2 stored as integer) 
400 (RETURN to normal working) 
8 3+Q . 

Psil 0 INT1 
Psiz 0 INT2 

3) ERROR INDICATIONS 

Tf om ener occurs. & meses is of 
: 2 1s Alt any 

Sy QF using tke ERROR sukverubine. “se * 

Message Significance 

QF ERROR 4 Impermissible instruction 

Floating-point over-flow 
QF ERROR 2 (5 or 13 instruction) 

Integer overflow 
QF ERROR 3 

Fraction overflow 
F 

GF ERROR 4 ( 6 6 instruction) 



i 

v4 METHOD USED 

The following steps are carried out for each pseudo- 

instruction interpreted. : 

(1) The pseudo S-register is incremented. 

(2}. The function and the address (modified if required) 
bits of the interpreted instruction are stored. 

(3) Control is transferred to the appropriate routine to 
execute the instruction, 

(4) Control.is returned to the interpreter (via a 
standardising routine for instructions 1, 2,12, 13, 14). 

Subroutines from 903/Algol have been used for all 

arithmetic operations, 

5 STORE USED 

The floating-point package occupies 

GIA cmsentive Loeakims 2 IR LUbeads, 

‘6 TIME TAKEN 

The following times are approximate:- 

- Function Operation Times in Microseconds 

Number . 

0 Set pseudo B- register 440 

1 Ada : 2150 to 3850 (average 2500- 

see Note 1) 
2 Negate and Add 2480 to 4180 (average 2800- 

| see Note 1) 
3 Exchange 1980 packed or 1810 unpacked 

4 Load FPA 770 

5 Store FPA * 270 

6 Specifies format for the . 440 

following instructions 

7 Jump if zero 440 

8 Jump 440 

9 Jump if negative 440 

10 Count in store : 400 

li Store pseudo SCR 440 
12 Multiply can (ar. © (ae 
13 _ Divide 4360 to 6000 (average 4700 - 

. see Note 1) : Seale Po 
14 Shift : 810 to 2510 {average 1210- 

see Note 1) 
ENTRY 50 

00 EXIT . 150 

& i ~}
 



Notes 

(2) 

@) 

Q). The time depends on the number of places the mantissa is 

shifted to stand The 

average given assumes a shift of 4 places. 

lise the result of the operation. 

For rmodified instructions add 125 is to the time taken, 

Vhe Wms opacatn al above cube Ser om [3 of Fok, 
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Chapter i: 

Li 

input and cutput. 

LZ 

1.3 

point number or as an integer, 

Anewmnd ear Suwiscukines CHIP aud ebay? | 

1.4 

approximately by 

1.5 

OT /OUTP UTR 

INTRO 

» The routines are entered vi 

BUCTIO?R 

Purpose. 

These programe previde routines for general number 

The format conventions are these of Miliott Algol. 

Method of Use. 

z 

Summary. . + 

The number input or output may be stored az ea Moating- 

trp and cubs teing pedfomat via 

Accuracy and Range. 

of 1078, The maximum error is of the order 

The range of a floating-point number, x, is given 

-9,2 K 1028 <x<9,2 x1018 

The range of an integer, n, is given by 

-131072< n< +131071 

Form of Distribution. 

The programs are distributed as a SIR mnemonic tape. 

The tape contains both input and output routines: it must be assembled after 

QF but may be preceded by floating point mathematical routines! no other 

CHIP CHOP, 
toe oentlad. rN 

programs may be assembled between QF and the input/output routines, 

ond ERRER Subsverdiees mek abso 

hs wre'’s Sig progres. 



pseudo-ing 

one inetru 

pseudo- inate: 

listed below. 

number until a 6 7 instruction is inte 

espond’ 

aggumed to refer 

Function Rema 

Input a number ‘15 2048 input via the chacacker 

input Subwuline CHIP, 

-15 2052 : 

format as described in 

. 2.2. 

Output a number 15 6144 output via te charccter 
: output subwuting CHa 

15 6148 

format ae currently set 

Following input / 

output instructions 

refer to integers 6 7 ace note 1; the effect of 

this instruction is not 
destroyed by exit from OF. 

Following input / 
output instructions 

‘refer to real . 

numbers 6 8 

Reset presumed 

settings 6 0 See 2. 3 for description 
of presumed settings 

Set new par 6 8191 e 

followed by a parameter 

S ‘ 

oF ifo~ 2 



Example 

i. An integer is £ to the location whose address is in QE+4 
Ax ip t from the location whoee addrees is in 
ee 

QF+3, 

Real ra are input ta or output from the Floating Potht SS 

@. Animpermissible address gives an error, indication (See para. 3) 3 i i 

3. A nmumber is treat by e depending on the entry 
used, not on the format. 

The following section of program inoute an integer, -n, 
followed by n real mumbers. Their sum is output in 
freepoint (8) fermat; the CHIP, CHee & ERROR aribines 
conor wm "CH Ho S/R BEf/Bf40“ tne eee uned oe 

[ENTRY QF cue 
CHOPF CHOPG cHoPL cHere | 

SUM >2 (Fackeed, workspace) 

COUNT © >I 
PSI 0 COUNT 

ENTRY PSIL (HOUSEKEEPING) 
QP+4. 
+0 
SUM 
SUMt] 
CHIPE (Znitieltne upuk culbroukina) 
CHOPF (Feiki eth. cukpuh subvoudrne) 
CHoPC (fox oulgul us 99D “Telaceds) 

H
M
M
 

W
u
 
k
o
a
 

rar
y 

pa
 

QF 
QF+1 

0 

7 . 
2048 _ (COUNT:= -n) 

8 D
m
 
A
H
O
 

wn
 

2048 
SUM 
SUM 
COUNT * +0, ‘ 
COUNT § CHOrE (vac @) 
LOOP g 340 

a 
SUM : 
64S 

Gt
 

LOOP 

c——e +0 (Exh Som QF) 

* 
© 

wa
 

Qe ifo~ 2, 



The character set accepted ig as follows 

O1234567894-. yo 

<null> <delete> <carriage return 

<hale> 

<space> <newline> ell other wabermod 

toda characters. 

Characters on the first line may appear in @ number. 

Characters on the second line are always ignored, 

Jf <halté ie read during execution of an input instruction the 

program waits, : 

Cuaractere on the fourth line are treated as eeparators between 

- umbere and are otherwise ignored. 

Numbers may be signed or unsigned and may be 

punched in any of the conventions of 903 Algol. Note that + or - cannot 

terminate a number. 

The number input is treated as integer or floating- 

‘point according to the entry- point used and not according to the format. 

input. An integer must not exceed 13107) in magnitude (fractional 

parts are rounded to the nearest integer). 

Example of numbers that may be input by this 

program as real numbers 

104 +500 ~2 500000 

1002 10234. 56 200.0 , 

4,91 Bio 5 +2. 75,4410 

302 wy of OS 

ar tfo- 



) 

2.3 Output Formats, 

_ in the following description the presumed settings after 
initial assembly are given in square- brackets. These settings apply to all 
output unless changed by 46 8191 instruction and are reset bya 0 
instruction, The formats satisfy the conventions of Elliott Algol. 

The parameter word after a6 8191 instruction is a 
pseudo- instruction 

BF ON 

43.1 Lay-Out. (newline j 

: This affects both real and integer format. 

For newline Bel 

For sarneline B=0 

2.3.2 Real Format [freepoint{8) ] 

_ Fox freepoint(n) format F=0  Nen 
" aligned(m,n) " Fel N=1l6min 
" ecaled(n) " Fs2 Nen 

For aligned format min-< 15 

For freepoint and scaled format n< 8 

: The integer format is not changed by change 

ef the real format. 

2.3.3 Integer Format [digits(6)] 

For digite(n) format F=4 Nen in<6 

The real format is not changed by change of the 

integer format. 

An impermissible parameter word causes an 

error indication to be output. (See para 3), 

2.4 Accumulators for Input and Output. 

Real numbers are input to and output from the Floating-_ 

Point Accumulator of QF. 

Integers are input to and output from store locations? 

these operations are related to the floating-point operations 

6 B3and6 4. 

oF fo- 5 



Chapter 3: 

; . av 
Ve oan erver OUT! & maslage Wo giutw ey QE Yo 

t 

ha ERROR Svdorouwtane . 

3,2 Errors Detected. 

Significance : , 

Immpermissible instruction 
= ERGOR QF Eeeor 1 or parameter 

FPA not standardised 
€ tfo ERRoR Q 

8 i . on output 

Je : Integer overflow 

QF Vo ERR 3 on input 

Vo ERROR Contextual error 

ae Vee * on input 

Floating-point over-flow 
Fo EReOR P 

a fe oR F on input (see Note 1) 

Note 1. If the number being input has a value greater than : 

1o F100 approximately, floating point overflow occurs. 

This error will most probably be caused by a wrongly 

punched data tape. 

- 3.3 Alarm Printing, 

lf the number to be output ie too large for the format 

epecified, alarm printing occurs. This ig in ecaled format and uses the 

game number of characters as the format demanded. If this ie impossible 

Hois output. 

e.g. 1. format demanded: aligned (4, 3) 

numbers to be output: - 35286. 741 

output obtained: - 3,53, 104 

e.g. 2 forraat demanded: aligned (2, 1) 

number to be output: 123. 45 

output obtained: H 
, 

€ iho 6 
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PLOATING POINT MATHEMAT: FUNCTIONS) 

‘1 INTRODUCTION 

OL Purpose. 

To compute certain mathematicel functions of 
floating-point numbers held in the floating-point accumulator (FPA)... The 
functions are performed by sub- routines entered via the floating-point 
package (QF). 

1.2 Summary. 

The functions provided are square-root, sine, 
cosine, arctangent, natural logarithm, exponential, 

1.3 Accuracy. 

The maximum error is 8x 1078, 

1.4 Form of Distribution. 

The routines are distributed as a single SIR 
mnemonic tape. Thie must be assembled immediately after the floating- 
point package (QF), Suk may be preedad by QF if, 

The routines are assembled as part of the block 
QF and are entered as floating-point subroutines. They may be run at any 
program-level and in any store-module. 

2 FUNCTIONS 

2.1 Entry and Exit. 

Entry to all functions is made by a standard 
sub-routine entry which is interpreted by QF, On entry the argument is 
in the FPA which also contains the result on exit. (This result may be the 
effect of recovery after an error). 

; QFti~ 



: The available functions and their entry~points 

are listed below: 

= Function 

square-root ii-sorr . entry with negative 

8 SQRT+1 argument is an error 

sine ; il SIN argument is in radians 
8 SIN+L 

cosine li c@s argument is in radians 

8 C@St 

arctangent 11 ARCTAN result is in radians 

8 ARCTANHI and lies in the range -2to +2 

natural ll LN entry with zero or 

logarithm 8 LN negative argument is 

an error : 

exponential ll EXP the user should note that 

. 8 EXP+t1 this operation may give an: 
answer which cannot be held 

in packed format. This will 

be detected by QF 

2.2 Example. 

To calculate the function 
. BS 

y = exp (x#) 2 

using packed format for the users workspace. 

11° QF ‘(ENTER QF IF NECESSARY) 
8 QFH (ASSUME PACKED FORMAT ON ENTRY) 
4 xX 
12. xX (FORM X 42) 
11 Exp 
8 EXP (FORM EXP [x 2]) 
lL SQRT 
8 SORTH (FORM {Exp [x 42]}44) 
5 Y . 

gem- 2 



3 

an error is displayed. by @FMATH using en EASOR subsuting, The 

2.3 Global Identifiers, 

The following labels are declared as plobal 
identifiers on the library tape and must be declared at the head of all blocks 
of the user's program which refer to them, 

QF 
SORT 
SIN 
COS 

“ARCTAN 
LN 
EXP 

ERROR INDICATIONS 

If a routine is entered with an impossible operand then | 

detected errors are listed below. 
eerie 

Fanction {Error Message Cause 
(x is the argument 

of the. function) 

logarithm QFM ERROR 32 x<0 

square root} @FM ERROR { . x<0 

- & 
exponential GF 4 ERROR, + x>2 te 

; | & STORE USED 

5S0G contcembioe Locokdlond’ & AA Lteals, 

TIMES 

Typical times are; 

SORT 

SIN 

COs 

ARCTAN 

LN 

EXP 

on ao AOb er F208: 

5.3 millisec. 

15.5 millisec. 

15.5 millisec. 

24.0 millisec. 

22.0 xmillisec. 

QFM-3. 13.0 millisec. 
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fon TeosUeTION: 

“He bepe “CH Z/o.+ Legrare s/R” comprises 3 
Subbrewtingn jpunclsd ba AOD-Senua “Ttaeeda te 

@) A Subroutine for the Uapub e8 o. ndiidued varackers 

w 903 [9OO-Searras Telecedts or 930 “Telernde for 

pager bape , ented CHP. 

A Sulavowkwig Ae ie ovo wk oe tndiicncdliinnl hacuclies : 

in 403 /900- Sevan “Telecede ev WO elcada, Or lw 

legible Ren, ee paper bape. called "CHa" 

© A suberdine fw qeeg error indications’ 

Caltod, “ereoR”. ; 

“Trase | Race Subowmritines are desenbed enc iden ll ws 

Moxy pre 244 hens Combe « Ault at roubwus bo perform 

the Conckions pebor aed thy Hee subsoukines . By ws 

ons olh, Be oleve roulines cnskead 02 ~ “huilh- co” 

wpet & ercbark  tarbuctiong com be oumided tn lage - 

~Arondatling progam ond kno odurankozes ams, 

Sbhhudcad :~ 

a) Whiter & naw programs caw Lift he abowe 

Sulsvowkings “of te gholh” tastead of 

ombuug ow “Sout lb ea . rouble. 

(2) Users cf ares bing prgans con em by 
chan. 42, Kew - bo ep erate iw og 

USerwnk Telecodea or Yim 

peiplereh, oxy wrbug got one fie 

chiacacker ; Sidaeukine. 

cH tfost 4 



2. GRIP, CHARACTER INPUT SUBROUTINE. 

So Foscew Ro erry insbrucbens: 
Ba 

Whaw CHIP. as entered, using te teskeuckiong:- 

42 Gute 

q  CHIPE 

i neods (or, more shickty, oppears: bo pemd.) Ore 

characker fon the paper — bape peodiie. On, ext 

Re internat code number comnesperulung bo. bla 

hacackiet {see he babble ww Sechier 5 ) we 

tha coneyraatabsr and algo uw the Location 

“cH1e” (whieh is declaracl eitlinn te subreukne), 

Tha usecis — programy MUST OT elker . ae 

covkewks of the Racal CHIP 

“The eee dai haad mau, has Ye He Futlouring 

coders utils ant deseibed elscouhene to 

“G99~Series” Teleesde 

(er TSO of ASCII, oith even ponky) 

403 Telecoda 

920 0 Telecode 

To enable tre submutne bo decide urhicle “Telecodse 

is benng tande, oll bopes mush stark att ow 

Rewalinn, caer righ relann, oF tinnefen ds gyrlook o& the 

appropri. “Telncoda,. 

& * 

Te indicale ak O — Mktad bepe is about 

bo te peak 5 the user mask. geb the locakion 

KCHIPE? (which is declerad  cattian Kee sola ulane) 

bo +0, Aadota modus the Link  chacnctee 

of Giz, tape. “The Subwebine ull seb — CHIPE 

bo & uy ~ Bevo anv en whew ik. ennienasthe 

CH ilo 2h 2 



g # 
Abbousl. bo te user, Mae CHIP subwulang 

epptacs by tak oye ctnenction Sra. Ae mee “ 
wreader tatarguee enbered Ub aekvnolby bi foes 
Bee beseck chines by aw Ling if. ethan. Cesk > eutena lh . Low, 

“ | a ne ee & 
eke uA ares, vp be the end of 5 hy et a chalkcodla 

symbaok By and Gi, obs cantina the Reesk (fens ‘S are 
the CAO ote eC { Tad, acourlodee G oud ~ Bey Llosa. ites sy be 

+ “cure? ) On Sabesesnenk entries > Subsequent iheas ane nea — Crowe thre atm CO unbih  ib iy esrip my , whape we Sw another dina wu pasa Wwe 

“Duss Be subroutine is suitable a 62. ost® now Slop-ow characker noasers oe up be 250 fs, innespective of 
the Sead. ef the user's Progam, providask lot ache notions w Linclend syrbet ts Followed ay Song, Slacks. 

ALK tapes showih ened wate, 
symbso€ 35 Uo th, 

ow  hatheoda 
Sooneb dow the fad line of 

the bepe ail be “fob oe he  bufler Beetieng, (@ WE Subrowking thos OY Hb anbernds A ten 
Funding & Mebkeode vebl CHE 
wesek ey ) Tk uw 
come gubvoutinas which 

com Manceement of 

ie this subrouking tok the Aabhewde ig preceded lay ag Reviline, dine Seed | Space , oF boul Syembet, be bevrneke. Be lack them date on the bepe. 
Yur thew is ff + 

WOE 3 

other yaaa 

& landes and COGS at, ignored Asean where, ag 
is Be cer rises, nebo By alsek, ercagk, wm he 
dober mination ae We “Teloceda of & ew tage . 

apes ase pond in Mods 3 oth. og, 
panty~chesk, 

cH iprk 2 



ag, Speciok Charnekers. 

“The CHIP subroutine performs ne code. — camusr Siete 

ow 9O0-Sevie “Telecorta oe 40S Te lecele bepes olfer Brow 

S$ brep 9 broek g 4 bo oben. he usborne’, coda. Ut. lus, ‘. 

Thus, Soe pet porched, ws OO -Senes code 5~ 

. ¥ wrth Loe, gta odie 38 

a a « 63 

Voor on ons 72 
« . “ woe 46. 

che pas, Soe tapes gunchudk Cnty 4o3 Code jon 

wit be que valwe, 38 

ita to 8 . . . A 6 3 

“ae oll Cb“ 
Bs AS 1 “ . . 99. 

co 

‘ tt te e fog ' ht 

Sinee Ka sy mbols NO anh ‘ 3° ane nok used ba existing 

Soler Ub 8 ogg efttel Rak Kaen ane censi desk bo be 

bypogrephicad Vawronwdd ok “2 “ > ovale thok PYOA ens securely 

figs “ ¥ “ eeaade Cos Fook’, ole, 3s annsh aL. 

State Cho gumdigek “oy is wok whack Ww exists 

be 

acied, teak ib us compidesid by ~ -be & 

bypographvrced Your cud: ot wy! ooh hake erogarns seating 

Lor “&" Searls hoe Agk® yuleas GA ach GG. 

Since the symloo’ OMe wak Uae ts emird 

goles & uo suggeled Hat “bk we consi dssetk by tsa 
a + 

bieogmglvcad Yaa ‘canals o& “o’- 

cn ilo tL, 4, 



ce 

‘ & 
internal esda <u 

in etheiab. thea * Lalilmainsg 
a ” 
out with be evan 

« ra 
ue " 

« 9" “ 6 
co “1 ow 

“ys 

Alesse the fle 

~ escaping Yaw’ 

“ £ n 

ue +" 

Vernal, bar Follaurcd 

me CHIP siubulane 

& $3” wdk be gees Yotusr 36, ie. "ge 

wos “ 
, 

conueds (20 Teleends be 
g 4 £ Bs 

mateg ge & AGEs uh betale 

Cove it. wed fo 

value S34 ie. &*” 

“ 3S 
. 63 fas esl “to” ) 

. ° 
" SI, ue. “4 
« qb, ie g. ew ; 

Carte wrgwk. syredncts useeg fae none 

wil be panognised. 

e 
34 te “ 

rr 

ds “4 chara. ok, CME re ge eran 

& < o 2 (e.g. 2); “Hhovezondel ee, Gund 

dina valves Arossing ws 920 Telecoda siqnificants > 

with — Gne — cen as bh dot. pliom. 

cpafoa bl. 8. 



2.3, Possible Vertaal ho CHIF gubroubiag,. 

The CHP subroutine covdal hee, reodifed, 

Coase wshalee tehatering an ichebicmds 
inkerdoce Ath beg, 

ow Severed, 

By nem om idle bendd 
us Ors progam. Possibikbin  aeese 

@) Versions opersbing we ober 
S-trole cocks, 

“Felacates, &.9, “Telore 
Versions operehing Un “Seuennd, 

Telscoer mory nea 2 Location  “CHiEpC.” stlding s nurber, sek by te uses, dabermining hae! 
input code, crnewtts inv use ( Hikee CHORE” 
ww He “CHOP cuibionbine, tn Sechion 23 

b)  Versuenve opera bing Via offer periphery, @-q. 
On-line — Colepumber, Versiows copalele of oporabing 
Vi mone Crow orm pevip lend would, Mame 
a tecotion  “CHIPD spectiging He wah rest 
& be fe ene aen! . 

©) A version NOT using a Mine~ak-a-Gme hulfer 
OES $c Prgms sap able of deissing che 
pwoodar ak ELA Speech 4 oe Noe Use, 

stg- on ~ chamber randers, 

eheuk $0 Lgcabisons 

wart. 
This crmutel Shug 

YA veriow containing 9 Facilthy Re prinking the 
cutreenk covbeake ~ of tee Lene bufz, aeveing 
Via he “CHOP cuboubie, L, use 
errine WEEE ARES. 

Wie 

e) A verston cat, luniked, line edilins Fonilibies, 
é. 4: was of thee symbol " Gm ~ bo dalets 
Ke Crater tind contents of the busfor Cave, o 

0 

tH Hoe let: 



3. CHOP, CHARACTER GuTeUT SusRoUTING. 

Bh Bmeio. & embry Uvsbruckions. 

Whos CHOP WS enberedk ; sung, ee  dasbrachtons sae 

44 CHOPL 
G crore 

ub punches Chacacker once ov Seuewkh bbwes ow 

bes paper bege,  puncky. Yo punt. a chemin once ; 
the  actumeubetor sbrovdidb combine he intemal cde. 
numisde oe eresponding bo Kee characker (see tae. 
table Aw Seckien 6), ofan the subroubiae Ub entered, 

To punks ee Sane ‘ chracneber severe’ travec Ha 

accumulator lould conkade Cm ISN ohange & 
Ws Hae kernal conde number of the  chavnclay oh, 

Noe he nuerker of — charackens reaped, CTs netted 
tan ta tack ales be used te pernetn a chorncle, omc), 

The effeck of enkerng He sulmsonkinn actte 
Hee acoumubatos ta ee range 4128 ob HIRE OG 
undahinad. 

The mary be punched ta tre of he (tloud, 
codgs which, ane desenbeed clreumbrame, te S 

“9 00~ Sevina* “Telecodla 

(er NSO or ASC IF, 

90% “Teleoorls 

490 “Telacedde 

or Ww Legilele “Tepe Fovwe. 

with even parity) 

To Cadientie, bo bee sudlecrutiine which “Tatecocka 

is bbe punched, the Location “CHOPS”  frlicl, 
is declared wikicn Hee subrutire)  slroutd 
he . sek by ble user below the sulvcuking & 
on esd, lo one of the Following volutele 

CH do th. 



tO Fee 

& 400060 

Oo oo + 7 1 Fel oak to e888 off sing ese valuse if undalined. 

“Thee subs rewtine wild poneds, 4 tlewdee ates 

ues fitureine ot Biinsfandk Suytkel. 

“The subsvoulne cout punch ig* of Mawtkes 
belo the fist choadler on o bepe, and 
after the fash chacactas ow a bepes 

To indicake that ow “os bape is abouk 
bo be punched, the user mush gob the  lacakion. 
“cHoPE” — Cushieh ic dactared wtthin ut subvouting) 
vo +O, Lelome punciing the iat characte 

wf ha tape. The subvuline will seb CHoPr 
to mw non- Ze value  wrlen no ig eubkened, 

Jo tncdlicole Ue end ef a bagel 

tapes punched — stowtd end exit 2 rabbeodle 
symbot | eveh uf tee oubeuk a oe legibshe bipe fon. 
TS thee nek dlone, bee 18" of bland atl 
nok he punked . 

On exit Gem thre sufherrbrice ae uelue of 
te cumnlotoe is the inkemal code rasnper 
of ae chemeacker just punched (Ras be 
mask Agua Peak. 10 ouks ef ee ccurnmeclions 

witht be were -) 

cHotfo a. 



3.4, Special Chacackers. 

“The CHOF  cubroutine peciorené ne ede converte 

on 4OO- Servs Telucerda of 4S Telorode  lyper offer 

thaw the ingen o€ even gorly ix beack &, 

Thus, Ser bg pest powhad ia §00- Sed kate 

Value 25 anh be puvlad “2° 

BE 
© 64 %  * " Q 
aoe . z¢ 

uv i 

4B NT 

ornare nS, Soe kapes pumciad ie GOR cardia im 

Velux 35 oth be punchod “3” 
63 

64. 

2 

\ 

"ge 

Xe ‘OO 

Suace Ke symbols “\" end "5" ene nok used in existing 
softwere ub ve suggested teak ey Otol cemngdesncl. bo he 

bypographrcak uawauty of “Zz . and tro (vORnML fonctions 

use value 3S, wage 

Gunce be symbek . ey uo wk use existrng 

softume: bY suagested. tak Ue is congidead be he & 

bypogea inca Veriaask of “S" ond Bak progam puncdins 

“OF use  volan 46. 

Burce be suyediaor® “9 "ie nck uted ln exishins, 

coftuese th Ue suanedteck aot le considered bo he 
Ge 

pos eiicad Varwueck fe 19 « 

cu tfoek. 4, 



“ha CHOP cubveulae convey. dabemnd ode be 

es eee oe Cee follouning COMO NERS Ctok, weds gs 

Valine 24 te #4? cit be na ws 

“ 36, Shia, ia & “ moe 7 ¢ 

884 be oe es on . "ye 

“ ot t z. war 7 a . , 

“4 
+ 

The cabemal odes € ©, 2 at &, © ales 
a ontewnl cedin  headung na edbocokiixt moaning, 
6 Gene ean eevee Unde ew bose bo 
orubeak wn 490° “Tefecode . 

The CHOP subroutine used ao Ck oF  batles 

bo Cony dade Catermal coca  charactirs bo legible 

Gre« eakten my iw whee Wa Folbourng COW EAM 

ore made te 

Value 90 ie @, is ignored, (excagt Kok it 
danotes Uenl end of the tege, and 

us causes (R" of blonk bo be 

punded) 

Volues O bo 3t (oxchuding no), whch. caeludes 

(i) ound &©, wilh be povdwnd as 

Volue 22, Le. © 

Volues 96 bo (24 wh fhe puncte d as Yyoluas 

64 bw 45, Thus Luar carte 

lekker, wth be punched tn the 

Sank Corn ons WEDLE = bade luktew. 

CH tio co | 

: 
ac

l 



& 
220 Pessthle Verowts by oO thoy Salers aa. 

“Bs, Chor Sudaverntctiag, coal A oe 
sags. sohuleb tebrinkas Ban ihe bt ed 

ont an ade s 

meodiled ot. Seuecat, 
oe near iddnvbien @ 

Progress. Posihuhe, Cen bee 

vAlardace, 

®) . Merten operating, tn ober Teleco ss) 6:9, Tabane S~ hole coeds, Vewtens ogerabiag Min ae Telocwde trout met weed 60.5 | loca Kon "CHope”, 

b) Verdana optaking via ota. Lp ftrphenla, 
onehine Priantar (Ren ues nea oubpuk lentes aft, Cock, Reuskine, 
Start and ead 8 My wpe, 
Vewions capilda . of peeking, 
one perplcnd ewok ne. 
“CHOP a” 
pevghamnt. 

Via rene gan, 
Riki % Locabon Specthying te ockdaen of Kin. 

r3) A Veni. tovikateng no lege lage oubpuck, “en wsoudd Sai, ahout ae) Lorobiong, 

doa eT ible bape Gubpuk | wich the donne agg One ge abst in as GS» brake Argh } 
wonse Letbery. 

Ch ijoe ky U. 



4. EReog- ERROR INDiCATion 

a i Benchiow & evi, uns bruchkionds . 

“The subsuklnn ‘ERROR Puacles an emer mestagt 
an hegilla, bape Spex ern ta pret + beep ponck, ° 

The submuller eubaned by ttre vastrchond t- 

44 ERRoaL 
Q €keokEe 

: 
aud thre massage to be pencked hold be Ault ou Ba Sacabions fo fberer the enh vaSbivrckion: tie 
i" “3 zs) pro avnenne, grep a 
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chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Purpose 

To sort a number of fixed length records (data items) held 

in core store into ascending or descending order. 

1.2 Summary 

A record must be a number of consecutive words. The 

file to be sorted must consist of consecutive records in core store. Records 

are split into two parts, the data~area and the key (the part on which the 

sorting is to be performed). The key itself is split into parts which-are to be © 

sorted on individually. Any part of the key may occupy between 1 and 18 con- 

secutive bits in any one word of the record. Information about the file and 

the way in which it is to be sorted is given in a sort-table and a sort-list. 

The former specifies details of the file and the latter details on how the file 

is to be sorted, 

1.3 Form of Distribution 

’ Shellsort is distributed as a mnemonic tape for input under 

900 SIR. 

1,4 Method of Use 

Shellsort is assembled as a block of the users program 

and entered in the standard manner, storing the link in SHELLSORT and 

transferring control to SHELLSORT+1. A parameter word immediately 

following the entry must contain the address of the sort-table. Exit is to the 

location following the parameter word. 

Example 

11 SHELLSORT 

8 SHELLSORT#1 

0 SORTTABLE 

1.4.1 Entry and Exit Conditions 

The content of the A, Q and B registers is ir- 

relevent on entry and undefined on exit. On exit the file will have been sorted 

“ SHS—4 
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‘in situ' by exchanging complete records, 

1.5). Restrictions 

The following restrictions on the use of SHELLSORT 

_ should be noted:- 

(i) The file must be of the specified format. 

(ii) Ifa file is sorted 'n' deep, then the two 

° arrays SHIFTS and COLLS in SHELLSORT 

must be declared as > (n+1). On the 

standard tape SHIFTS and COLLS are 

declared as > 19, i.e. sorted 9 deep is 

permitted. 

(iii) All records must have identical format. 

SHS-2 



“| Chapter 2: FUNCTIONS 

2.1 Format of File 

The records to be sorted may be of one or more 18 bit 

words. They must reside in a continuous area of core store and must all be 

of the same length. The values on which the sort is to depend are held ina 

key, which must be of the same format in every record, 

The key may form part or all of the record, it may 
- — 

consist of one or many parts, (the maximum number of parts is 9 in the : 

standard program, but see Chapter 1.5), 

Each part of the key may occupy the whole or part of an 

18 bit word in the record. One part of a key cannot extend over more than 

one 18 bit word in core store, but see Chapter 2.5. 

~ Example: 4 word Record, 3 part key 

Part 2 Other 

Word 1 bits 18 to 10 information 

Word 2 Part 1 of key bits 18 to 1 

Part 3 

Word 3 bits 16 to 4 

Word 4 Other Information 

2.2 Sort-table 

The sort-table is of the following form:- 

SORTTABLE +400 (number of records) 

+3 (number of words per record) 

§ FILE (the address of the first location 
of the file) 

@ SORTLIST (the address of the sort-list) 
) 

“SHS-3 



+2 (the word of the record containing ook 
part 1 of the KEY (The first 
word of the record is word 1) 

RGGGTT7 (The collating constant for part 

1 of the KEY i.e. in this case 

part 1 of the KEY is the 9 least 
significant bits of word 2) 

° +3 ) 
& 61777) as above but for part 2 of KEY. 

- etc, 

+9 (end of sort-table). 

2.3 Sorting on Negative parts of the Key. 

Any part of the key consisting of n consecutive bits may 

be. regarded as 
, 

(n - 1) i) An unsigned n bit number in the range 0 to 2 

i.e. always positive. 

OR ii) An (n) bit number with bit (n) representing the 

sign bit, i.e. negative values are permitted, ‘ 

(stored in twos complement form, as for 18 bit 

machine words) 

To specify the way in which any particular part of the 

key is to be interpreted (i.e. as above), the part numbers in the sorting 

priority table of the sort-list should contain tn (where 'n' is the relevant 

part of the key) if this is to be interpreted as (i) and -n if it is to be 

interpreted as (ii), The absolute value of the number entered will be taken 

as the relevant part of the key. 

2.4 The sort-list 

The sort-list is of the following form:- 

SHS~4 
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SORTLIST +1 (sort file in ascending order, would be -1) 

(if file to be sorted in descending order) 

+5 

“43 
+4 

+6 (see below *) 

+1 (and 2. 3) 
. - +2 

+f 

“This table specified the priorities in which the parts of 

the KEY are to be sorted. : 

e.g. In this case the file is sorted on part 5 of the KEY. 

if two entries are found equal in part 5, then these two records are sorted on , 

part 3 ete. 

The word containing each part of the KEY and its 

collating constant are given in the SORT-TABLE, 

The sort-table and the sort-list must be supplied by the 

user, The address of the sort-table must be placed in the location following 

the entry to SHELLSORT. 

N,B. The order in which the parts of a KEY are 

numbered is arbitary. Having numbered the parts, however, the items in 

SORTTABLE +4 onwards must be set-up accordingly. 

e.g. A KEY of the form 

é-——12-——> 6 > 

Part 2 Part 

4 

Part 3 Part 1 

i 
— 9-3 <— 9 
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myist be specified as 

420 

&POO777 

+1 

&IT7T77 0G 

+2 

&77 7660 

+1 ON 

& 990077 
+6 i 

2.5 Sorting 'end-around' 

It is possible that the key of a record may contain a 

part stored 'end-around!' ive. 

2b 3 

Parts of PART 2 of the KEY are stored in both words 1 and 2 of the record. 

This may be sorted on by specifying the sort on part 2a, and, if these are 

found equal, then sort out part 2b. The parts must be numbered I, 2, 3,4 for 

], 2a, 2b, 3 respectively. This will achieve the same effect as sorting on 

part 2 stored as consecutive bits. Only positive parts of keys may be sorted 

on in this manner. 

2.6 Character Sorts 

Internal and/or tape code characters may be sorted 

using SHELLSORT by representing each character as a separate part of the’ 

key. 

" SHS~6 
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“2.7 Sorting Floating Point Numbers 

2.7.1. . Packed Numbers 

Packed numbers are regarded as two word 

records. Sorting is on firstly, the exponent, secondly the most significant 

bits of the mantissa and lastly on the least significant bits of the mantissa. 

i.e. the sorting sequence is:- 

N“ 

3 1 e+ exponent 

Negative numbers must be permitted in parts 1 and 2. 

2.7.2 Unpacked Numbers 

Specify 3 whole word keys, on the order: 

exponent, most significant mantissa, least significant mantissa. 

1 ¢————-}—exponent 

2.8 Use of Extra Modules of Core Store 

The main program, the sort-table, the sort-list and 

the file may be stored in different modules, providing that when the address 

of (a) the sort-table (b) the sort-list and (c) the file, is specified in (a) the 

parameter word (b) the sort-table and (c) the sort-table, the value specified 

is the address relative to the module containing SHELLSORT. e.g. If 

SHELLSORT is in module 1 and the file in module 2, then the sort-table 

should specify 1 FILE (i.e. 8192 + module 2 address of FILE), as the address 

of the file, regardless of the module containing the sort-table. Shellsort 

must be in the same module as. the main program. The file may extend over 

EST 
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only overwrite locations 8180 to 8191 of module 0 if the initial instructions 

are disabled. 

2.9 Program Levels 

Shellsort may be run at any program level. 

“more than one module of core store, without restriction, except that it may 
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Chapter 3: METHOD USED 

The method used is a high speed sift sort technique with a 

varying interval of comparison and exchange. The method is described in 

"A HIGH SPEED SORTING PROCEDURE" by D, L, SHELL in "Communications 

of the A, C, M," Vol. 2 No. 7 of July 1959. 
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| Chapter 4: SPEED AND STORE USED 

4.1 Examples of Time Taken 

On the 903, the time taken to sort 1000 seven word 

f records, sorting 9 deep (i.e. each key consists of 9 parts) was approximately 

2.5 minutes.40 three word records, sorted 6 deep, took approximately 5 

seconds, 

Equivalent times on 905, with one microsecond store, 

are 20 seconds and 0.6 seconds respectively. : 

It must of ccurse be emphasised that times depend 

‘ aargely on the random nature or otherwise of the records, especially the 

number of records that can be sorted on the first part of the key. 

4.2 Store Used 

The store used is approximately 220 locations of code, 

-and 17+2n (where nis the sort depth) locations of data; plus, of course, the 

users file, sort-table, and sort-list. 

Actual store used by standard tape (i.e. n = 9):- 

239 consecutive locations 

6 literals 
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